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The core aim of “(Ex)change the world” project is to highlight the importance of
social entrepreneurship in modern society as a sustainable way to build a synergy
between social problems-job market-young entrepreneurs by providing quality
content with the use of non-formal education methods.

By implementing of the project we wish to achieve wider recognition and visibility of
social entrepreneurship as tool of creating synergy between solutions for the
problems of modern youth with their business ideas and social problems by youth’s
civil engagement. In the project we recognized several objectives we wish to work
on a way to achieve the upper aim.

Objectives:
• Equip of youth workers, thereby their target groups in multiple instruments and

competences necessary for understanding and using concept of SE in their
professional life.

• Elucidate global education and international relations as live mechanism which
cannot be neglected in local strategy for role of social entrepreneurship

• Raise awareness about relation between economy, education and challenges of
NGO sector.

• Promotion of intercultural, European and international values.
• Present non-formal tools and methods of multiplying collected knowledge

regardless the topic and differences between formal, informal and non formal
education

• Present methodology relevant for business plan development in SE and sources
aimed to improve SE sector (online and offline).

The profile of participants is closely related to the topic of the training: welcomed
candidates are from the field of promotion social entrepreneurship among youth,
career guidance, social workers whose target groups are disadvantaged youngsters,
also from remote and rural areas. Participants have to possess a high motivation for
multiplying effect and dissemination of the project as well as will of continuing and
deepening contacts and self-development within created networking group and
advisory team. We expect participants to have a various experience in implementing
entrepreneurship values on the local ground – we wish to create a space for peer-to-
peer learning.

During the training course multiple activities will be carried out defined by non-
formal education context, both already tested and innovative methods according to
target groups (nationally heterogenic group). Important element will be
presentation/story telling of Hungarian entrepreneurs who will be invited to
showcase an exemplary of social enterprise on the ground of applicant country
reality.



Profile of participants
The training course is open for youth workers, youth leaders active at any level,
interested in the topic and sharing our concerns mentioned in the background of
this project. The participants shall be the age above 18 years. The main approach of
the selection of participants is to ensure the diversity. We also wish to involve
newcomers in the field.
An ideal candidate for participant is: preferably fully vaccinated, preferably a
youth worker or youth leader active at local level, being interested in the topic, has
good communication of English language, is above 18 years old, being able to
promote the results of the training course afterwards.

Travel information
Travel costs will be reimbursed up to the maximum amount per country and only in
exchange for your ORIGINAL tickets, so keep all boarding passes, metro or bus
tickets, etc. Flight tickets and invoices must show full name, travel dates and price.
All kind of extras like food on the plane, more comfortable seat etc. we do not
reimburse. If you use airline apps and electronic boarding passes, take a screenshot
of the boarding pass right away as some airlines delete them shortly after the flight!

Please do not buy any tickets without our confirmation or permission. You are
strictly required to contact us and send travel plan of the participant beforehand.
You can proceed with the ticket purchase only after you get our permission. Travel
plans have to be sent to lorinczandras1984@gmail.com within 3 days of approval of
applications. Deadline for purchasing tickets: 15 November 2021.

We ask you to bring us all boarding passes and tickets with invoices for your travel
expenses. If you do not have these documents we will not be able to reimburse your
money. In order to receive full travel reimbursement, participants have to attend on
the educational programme, fill in the individual participants’ report after each
training and take part in dissemination of results.

Country City Organisation
Number of 

participants
Travel cost limit

per person (EUR)*

ARM Yerevan Armactive Youth Center NGO 3 360

CYP Limassol Steps for Youth 3 275

GEO Rustavi GACR 3 360

HRV Čakovec Association Strive! 3 180

HUN Dombóvár EMINA Alapítvány 5 20

POL Łódź Stowarzyszenie Senfineco 5 275

UKR Kharkiv STELLA NGO 3 275

mailto:lorinczandras1984@gmail.com


Travel costs are fixed amount of money per participant based on the travel distance.
Travel distance was calculated using the distance calculator supported by the
European Commission. Every Partnership Agreement with every Partner states the
rule about money that will be given to the Partner for travel expenses. We will
reimburse you the amount of money that you have spent on travel tickets but not
more than the fixed amount per participant from each country.

The costs of travel by private car cannot be reimbursed. Extra costs (insurance and
catering during your travel) cannot be reimbursed. Reimbursements will be made
via bank transfer to the partner organisations. Payment of bank transfer fees will be
borne by recipients. Reimbursements will be done after you send back the
documents of return trip and fill in the individual participant’s report.

The official currency of Hungary is forint (HUF). Do not forget to change your
currency if you want to buy souvenirs or some extra things you need
(accommodation and meals are provided for the project days). Check numbeo.com
website for prices in Hungary and in Fonyód. Money exchange spots and rates in
Hungary: http://www.valutacentrum.hu.

Board and lodging will be covered from November 29th evening until December 4th
lunch. You are welcome to stay some days longer, before or after these dates for
travel, relax, visiting friends, etc. on your own expense. It is your responsibility to buy
a travel insurance!

Visa and travel documents
Participants coming from the European Union, Georgia and Ukraine do not need visa
to enter the territory of Hungary. Participants from these countries will need to have
only a valid identity card or an international passport. Please check the validity of
your ID or passport before departure. Before travelling, check whether you are
entitled to leave your country and enter Hungary with your travel documents!

Covid-related information
Participants can enter Hungary if they are fully vaccinated. We strongly advise this
project for participants who are fully vaccinated against Covid.

Examples of acceptable immunity cards (if you have one of these, you can enter to
Hungary):
EU citizens: Hungary accepts the EU Covid Certificate
Croatia: Hungary accepts this, this, this, this, this and this immunity certificates
Cyprus: Hungary accepts this and this immunity certificates
Georgia: Hungary accepts this immunity certificate
Ukraine: Hungary accepts this immunity certificate

https://www.numbeo.com/cost-of-living/country_result.jsp?country=Hungary
https://www.numbeo.com/cost-of-living/in/Fonyod-Hungary
http://www.valutacentrum.hu/
https://cdn.kormany.hu/uploads/document/c/c7/c79/c79f4e451e7d9654088504b084a2f0d699d4b10c.pdf
https://cdn.kormany.hu/uploads/document/b/ba/ba9/ba9df70288f0b0835f438f1a4a7b532ed425e483.pdf
https://cdn.kormany.hu/uploads/document/4/45/451/4516c0f374e5162a47664c031ea056f39eb3a377.pdf
https://cdn.kormany.hu/uploads/document/7/7b/7b5/7b50f98dea32c4fef009e90104f08c8e902ea73b.pdf
https://cdn.kormany.hu/uploads/document/b/b9/b9b/b9b0c7b3d27b5e9af01c601c09422d4b95355b10.pdf
https://cdn.kormany.hu/uploads/document/0/09/09a/09a03d90b13c249cbd860c01cb2ce4e33bdb83f2.pdf
https://cdn.kormany.hu/uploads/document/3/37/37e/37ec1faee132f1c1f56f081ce68e87148d7e2902.pdf
https://cdn.kormany.hu/uploads/document/6/6f/6f8/6f880725e5856a7efc66f552548f34370a12232f.PDF
https://cdn.kormany.hu/uploads/document/9/91/917/917a6fa77482d1d807047dc06a07c9892df3b632.pdf
https://cdn.kormany.hu/uploads/document/9/9c/9c7/9c7c72407b8663911414fcae4e35bd6e3b7245a7.pdf


Insurance
Participants are required to have an insurance for the whole duration of the training.
This is obligatory for your safety and health. The European Health Insurance Card is
valid in Hungary.

Accommodation and catering
The 3-star Hotel Balaton Fonyód is set 250 m from the beaches of Lake Balaton, in
the holiday resort Fonyód. Guests can benefit from the pools and rooms with fans
and mosquito nets. The local marina is 100 m away.
The Balaton Hotel has a modern spa area with a beautiful indoor pool. A hot tub and
a sauna are also at guests’ disposal.
All rooms are equipped with satellite TV and a minibar. Some units are air-
conditioned.
A garden and a restaurant with a terrace are provided. Guests can enjoy Hungarian
and Mediterranean dishes there.
In nice weather barbecues are organized on the terrace or you can enjoy 360
degrees view of the surroundings from the covered viewpoint on the top of the
building.
Balaton Hotel offers a 24-hour front desk, free access to Wi-Fi in the lobby and free
public parking.

More information about the venue: http://www.hotelbalaton.hu

Participants will be provided dinner on the day of arrival, three meals on the project
days and breakfast and lunch on the day of departure. Dietary needs such as
vegetarianism will of course be taken into consideration as much as possible.
Please be however open-minded and curious to Hungarian cuisine.

Getting to the venue
Hotel Balaton (Fonyód) can be reached by trains running hourly from Budapest Déli
train station. Tickets can be bought online at https://jegy.mav.hu or at the vending
machines at the train station.

Find Budapest Déli station here: https://goo.gl/maps/P59MdPMBLeKJSKVy5

The hotel is just 2 minutes walk from the train station of Fonyód. Find the hotel on
the map: https://goo.gl/maps/L2RqPXf8X1N4LttM8

Application
Application form on our sister organisation’s website:
http://culturalrelations.org/events/international-projects/application

http://www.hotelbalaton.hu/
https://jegy.mav.hu/
https://goo.gl/maps/P59MdPMBLeKJSKVy5
https://goo.gl/maps/L2RqPXf8X1N4LttM8
http://culturalrelations.org/events/international-projects/application


Contact information
András Lőrincz:
WhatsApp: +36205725972, email: andras.lorincz@culturalrelations.org Facebook: 
https://fb/com/lorinczandras

Anna Sarkisyan:
WhatsApp: +995597910186, email: anna.sarkisyan@culturalrelations.org, 
Facebook: https://fb.com/anna.sargsyan.984

More information about the project can be found here: 
https://eminafoundation.eu/exchange-the-world Please feel free to use the 
published information for dissemination purposes 

Host organisation eminafoundation.eu
EMINA Career and Guidance Foundation aims to promote career guidance and
conscious way of life to young people and to facilitate both national and
international events focused on the social situation of young generations.

Main partner culturalrelations.org
Founded in 2012, The Institute for Cultural Relations Policy is a non-governmental 
and non-profit organisation fostering scientific education and public discourse 
regarding cultural relations policy. The institution is based in Budapest, Hungary.
ICRP focuses on global intercultural dialogue and forms of cooperation between 
intra-cultural entities, aiming to promote the protection of International Human 
Rights and recognition of cultural diversity and heritage in an interdependent world.
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